Abstract-Application to RCS computation of a higher order solver based on the surface integral approach is presented. The solver uses a direct method to solve the corresponding algebraic system of equations. Two versions of the solver are available: in-core and out-of-core. Both are efficiently implemented as parallel codes using Message Passing Interface libraries. Several benchmark structures are analyzed showing the reliability, performance, and versatility to run in a wide variety of computer platforms, of the solver. The results shown are illustrative of what is the maximum frequency of analysis of the structures for a given type of simulation platform.
INTRODUCTION
Radar Cross-Section (RCS) prediction is of crucial interest in military (and also civil) nautical and aeronautical industry. The use of higher working frequencies of modern radars makes RCS computation, despite the constant enhancements in computer power, a challenge, specially due to the large electrical sizes of the objects. Thus, different computer techniques for RCS prediction have been used during the last years.
Asymptotic high frequency methods, as those based either on currents (e.g., Physical Optics -PO -approximation [1] , Physical
Theory of Diffraction -PTD - [2] , Stationary Phase Method -SPM - [3] ) or point sources (e.g., Geometrical Theory of Diffraction -GTD - [4] , its variant the Uniform Theory of Diffraction -UTD - [5] , Shooting and Bouncing Rays -SBR - [6] ) are fast but they are only appropriate for scatterers that are large in terms of wavelength and do not have small features. On the other hand, rigorous methods based on the discretization of partial differential equations or integrodifferential equations (e.g., Method of Moments -MoM - [7] , Finite Element Method -FEM - [8, 9] , Finite Differences -FD - [10] ) are accurate despite the features of the object and the wave propagation mechanisms involved in the electromagnetic analysis. However, their direct implementation can be computationally prohibitive in terms of CPU time and memory requirements. It is worth mentioning here the hybridization of rigorous and asymptotic high frequency methods in different forms for specific types of problems (e.g., [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ).
Self-restricting the scope to rigorous methods, probably MoM is the most popular method for RCS computation of large scatterers, specially for metallic structures. An intensive research/development effort has been performed in the last decade to extend MoM capabilities, either for the analysis of physically larger scatterers or to extend the maximum frequency of analysis of given structures. It is worth mentioning the use of higher order discretizations [16] [17] [18] , fast techniques such as Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [19] , grid approaches based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ) and those based on matrix compression. The matrix compression approaches can be further subdivided into pure algebraic approaches (e.g., based on QR factorization [25] , Adaptive Cross Approximation -ACA -, [26, 27] , and, in general, algorithms related to hierarchical matrices [28, 29] ) and approaches in which the compression is performed through the use of block basis functions based on the physics of the specific problem to solve (e.g., Matrix Decomposition Algorithm -MDA - [30, 31] , Macro Basis Functions -MBF - [32] , Characteristic Basis Functions Method -CBFM - [33, 34] ). Also it is worth noting the use of wavelet basis and multiresolution analysis (e.g., [35, 36] ).
Most of the previous approaches are based on iterative methodologies. Although iterative type solvers allow to easily handle problems with a large number of unknowns, a preconditioner is needed with the corresponding computational overhead. For monostatic RCS the iteration process must be restarted for each excitation (although some techniques allow to accelerate the process). Direct solvers, in contrast, are robust and their computational cost is basically (in a first approximation) independent of the number of excitations (right hand sides of the matrix system of equations). This latter fact makes direct solvers specially suited for the monostatic RCS computation.
The increase of the capabilities of the direct solvers may be based on several of the compression techniques mentioned above (e.g., see [37] [38] [39] ). A different approach is to rely on techniques on the computer science side and to implement a pure MoM without any approximation/acceleration technique. In this context, the objective of the paper is to evaluate the performance of a parallel electromagnetic direct solver for RCS computation which has been developed by the authors in the last years [40] [41] [42] [43] . Specifically, two different techniques are implemented: parallel processing [44] and out-of-core algorithms, i.e., use of hard-disk memory in addition to RAM memory.
Nowadays, processors with several cores are common even in modern single-user laptop/desktop computers. Also, access to distributed computing have become quite affordable for research/development groups. Thus, it is common to have access to a small-or mid-size cluster consisting of several multi-core computer nodes with a RAM within two and four GB per core. The parallelization of the solver in such computer systems allows to dramatically reduce the computation time and, at the same time, gives access to the distributed RAM memory of the whole cluster (in the order of hundreds of GBs). Thus, the limit on the electrical size of the structures to be analyzed can be significantly increased.
However, for very large problems the limitation is still RAM memory: the RAM memory that a research group can afford. Although RAM is getting cheaper, hard disk storage is several orders of magnitude cheaper. Then, in order to break the limit imposed by the available RAM in the system, the solution is to implement an out-of-core version of the solver [45] , that uses hard disk as source of memory. The philosophy is the same as in-core case, but the matrix is written to the hard disk instead of keeping it in the RAM. Although the access time to disk is several orders of magnitude longer than the one to RAM memory, the degradation in performance of an out-of-core solver with respect to an in-core one may be reduced up to 20%-30%. The key for this result resides on the possibility for a computer with the corresponding operating system to perform I/O operations while is computing. Thus, a careful tuning between computation and I/O time slots is crucial.
In the next section, details about important aspect of this solver, such as, integral equation approach, higher-order basis functions and the mentioned parallel processing and out-of-core features, are given. Section 3 shows the numerical results of several benchmark structures. The results have been obtained running the solver on three representative computer platforms. Thus, as it will be shown, the combination of parallel processing and in-core and out-of-core strategies, provides a great versatility to the solver being able to run on a wide variety of computer platforms, going from a single-user laptop to a supercomputer. Furthermore, the results shown are illustrative of what is the maximum frequency of analysis of the structures given the available RAM (for in-core) and available RAM and HD capacity (for out-of-core) and the type of simulation platform.
PARALLEL DIRECT SOLVER
Some details of the solver are given next; specifically, about the electromagnetic formulation, the basis functions used for its discretization, and the parallel implementation in code.
Formulation of the Problem
The solver is based on the solution of Surface Integral Equations (SIEs) in the frequency domain for equivalent currents over dielectric boundary surfaces and electric currents over perfect electric conductors (PECs). The set of integral equations obtained are solved by using MoM, and specifically using the Galerkin method.
The solver is able to handle inhomogeneous dielectrics categorized by a combination of various homogeneous dielectrics. Therefore, any composite metallic and dielectric structure can be represented as an electromagnetic system consisting of a finite number of finite-size linear, homogeneous and isotropic regions situated in an unbounded linear, homogeneous and isotropic environment.
Let us consider an arbitrary region k with a non-zero electromagnetic field. According to the surface equivalent theorem, the field outside region k becomes zero. Hence, the region outside region k can be homogenized with respect the region k and, then, a multipleregion problem may be decomposed into n single-region problems.
The total electric field in the region k may be expressed as a sum of scattered and incident fields as follows
where E (k) (J skv , M skv ) represents the scattered field inside region k, which is calculated by the currents placed on the boundary surface between regions k and v, and E
(k)
inc is the corresponding incident field. The electric and magnetic scattered fields inside region k are given by
where L and K are linear operators given by
with X skv denoting the electric or magnetic current, r is the vector position of the source point, r is the vector position of the field point and g (k) (r, r ) is the Green's function for the homogeneous medium k. Making use of the boundary condition equations given by
and replacing (1), (2) and (3) into Equations (6) and (7), the integral equations for regions k and m are obtained in the form
These two sets of equations represent a general form of the PoggioMiller-Chang-Harrington-Wu (PMCHW) formulation [46, 47] . When the boundary surface of two different regions is a PEC, the magnetic currents are equal to zero at the boundary surface and thus, the equations degenerates into the electric field integral equation (EFIE).
Higher-order Basis Functions
The electric and magnetic currents are approximated by higher order polynomials, which reduce the number of unknowns compared with the rational piece-wise basis functions. The code makes use of truncated cones for wires and bilinear patches to characterize other surfaces. Due to the type of structures analyzed in the paper, only details about the basis functions on bilinear patches are given.
For bilinear surfaces, the surface current is decomposed into its p and s-components; p and s being the two parametric coordinates of the unit quadrangle, p, s ∈ [−1, 1]. The approximation for the scomponent of the electric current is (analogous expressions stand for the p-component and for the magnetic current)
where N p and N s are the degrees of the approximations along the coordinates, and a ij , c i1 and c i2 are the unknown coefficients.
Thus, expression (10) stands for the representation of the current in terms of edge basis functions E i (p, s) and interior or patch basis functions P ij (p, s) which can be compactly expressed as
where symbols α s , α p denote the unitary vectors along the transformed s and p coordinates. Edge basis functions E i1 and patch basis functions P ij are zero along the first edge (s = −1); being E i2 and P ij zero along the second edge (s = 1). Thus, the continuity equation can easily be imposed on a given mesh made of patches. Note that the code also supports other geometrical elements and bases; for further details see [48] .
Parallel Processing and Out-of-core Techniques
The parallel implementation of an integral equation code involves parallel matrix filling followed by a parallel solution of the dense matrix equation. Load-balancing in terms of data and CPU operations is crucial to achieve speedups with a large number of processors.
The matrix solution is based on the LU factorization algorithm. The type of solution algorithm largely influences the parallel filling strategy. In order to provide an efficient implementation, the nature of the basis functions used must be also taken into account in the filling process. Special care is needed when dealing with higher order basis. Thus, redundant computations have been eliminated as much as possible; for instance, the computation of the values of the Green's functions for the integration points of two given patches are reused. The intermediate results obtained in evaluating the elements of the impedance matrix for lower-order can be used in the computation of the elements of the impedance matrix when using higher-order polynomials. The parallel implementation is achieved by using MPI (Message Passing Interface) [49] . MPI generates a logical rectangular process grid which is assumed to map matrix data blocks onto processors. Specifically, a block-cyclic matrix distribution is used among processors as ScaLAPACK does. ScaLAPACK library [50] is used to solve the matrix system of equations.
As mentioned in the Introduction, an out-of-core version of the parallel solver has been implemented in order to break the limit imposed by the available RAM in the system. The out-of-core solver uses hard disk as source of memory. It partitions the matrix in slabs, the number of slabs being dependent on the relation between available hard disk storage, the RAM and the number of processors. At a rough level, it can be said that for each slab the algorithm is exactly the same as the in-core version. Obviously, the main difference is that, once a slab has been processed the data is written to disk instead of keeping it in RAM. However, there are a number of specific issues with the out-of-core solver that are worth mentioning: left-looking or right looking data access strategies, pivot policies, the possibility of recovery from a failure (due to the large wall time that can be involved in the solution of very large problems -days, or even weeks), etc.. Although the data access to disk is much slower than the access to RAM memory, the degradation in performance of the out-of-core solver with respect to the in-core may be reduced up to 20%-30%. This is achieved by overlapping the disk access operations related with the future computations with the current computational process. Figure 1 shows the speed-up of the in-core and out-of-core solvers for one of the benchmarks performed; specifically, the monostatic analysis of the metallic NASA almond at 9.92 GHz. The speed-up on the ordinate axis represents the ratio between the execution time of the benchmark using one process (sequential execution) and the execution time of the same benchmark using n processes. A linear speed-up is representative of a good scalability of the algorithm/code. The ideal situation is when the slope of the linear speed-up is one, meaning that the execution time of the parallel version is n times lower than the sequential execution time. In the figure, it is observed that, once the number of processes is higher than a few, the slopes of the speed-up curves of the in-core and out-of-core solvers are basically the same. That means that the scalability shown by both versions of the solver are similar. It is observed that the slope is not one, but around 45%-60%, which is within the expected values of a direct solver. The only significant difference between both versions of the solver is the (limited) degradation in performance of the out-of-core solver with respect to the in-core, as it was mentioned above.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To illustrate the performance and versatility of the solver for RCS analysis three representative computer platforms have been chosen. The computer platforms are presented in the following list:
• Personal Laptop: Dual core Intel I5 processor (2.53 GHz) with 4 GB RAM and 300 GB of hard disk. • Medium range cluster (HPC): Six nodes cluster with 2-way quad-core processors Intel Xeon E5620 (2.4 GHz, 12 Mb cache, 5.86 GT/s). Each node has 32 GB RAM and 250 GB of hard disk.
• Shanghai Supercomputer Center (SSC): A 35 nodes cluster with a total of 560 AMD CPUs: 16 CPU cores on each node and 4 GB RAM per core, and a total of RAM approximately equal to 2.24 TB. No hard disk storage is available for computations.
Metallic Benchmarks
To validate the results given by the solver, three RCS targets have been simulated and the simulation data have been compared with measurements. The fulfilled benchmarks have consisted of the monostatic analysis of the well-known metallic NASA Almond, the ogive and the cone-sphere at different frequencies obtaining results closely matched to the measurements shown in [51] . The monostatic analysis of the NASA Almond at several frequencies has been considered first. The parametric equations that define the geometry of the NASA Almond are well-known and available in the literature (for instance, [51] ). The input mesh to the solver is the one shown in Figure 2 . It is worth nothing that the same mesh can be used for different frequencies as the solver internally chooses the polynomial order and refines the mesh (if needed), in order to keep the dispersion error under control.
The three computer platforms described above have been used depending mainly on the frequency of analysis. Thus, the analysis at 1.19 GHz and 9.92 GHz has been run on the personal laptop. However, the memory requirements of the analysis at 21 GHz made the simulation impossible to be performed using the parallel in-core solver. Then, the HPC platform was used to run the simulation at that frequency. The comparison between the computed results and the measurements for 1. and 4, respectively. However, as there is no measurement for 21 GHz, the computed results at that frequency have been compared with other numerical results published in the literature [52] . An excellent agreement is observed despite the fact the differences between both numerical techniques (see Figure 5 ). At this point, it is worth nothing that is possible to run the analysis at 21 GHz on the personal laptop; but using the parallel outof-core version of the solver. However, the main constraint of the out-of-core solver using a single computer is the time required for each simulation as it will be illustrated later. The above considerations relative to the limits of each computer platform in terms of the size of the problem (i.e., the highest frequency of the analysis) for the in-core version of the solver are gathered in Table 1 in a row wise. Thus, by shifting to the right in the table, it is observed how the solver is able to run either a larger problem or a given fixed size problem much faster. Table 1 gathers also limits for the outof-core version of the solver. The limit with the out-of-core version is reached when all available disk storage is used for computation. Thus, the maximum frequency of the analysis is 130 GHz for the HPC cluster and 75 GHz for the laptop. Note that no data is included in the table for the limit with the SSC system. This is due simply because, in that system, the hard disk is not available for computational purposes. However, in most cases, there is no much sense of using the outcore version on a supercomputer. It must be remarked that in some situations the limit in practice for the out-of-core version is not due to the available hard disk in the system but to the time the users are willing to wait for a simulation. Thus, an 8 days simulation on a laptop seems to exceed reasonable limits. Considering a 24 hours limit, the highest frequency of analysis in the laptop is reduced to 43 GHz (corresponding to approximately 50.000 degrees of freedom).
As it is shown in the table, the limit of the SSC system for the NASA Almond is at 150 GHz. In this case, instead of running this model at that frequency, another example has been chosen in order to compare with available results. The case considered is the bistatic analysis at 8 GHz of a scatterer similar to the NASA Almond of previous results but with a total length of 2.5 meters. The target is illuminated by an incident plane wave along the x-axis (vertical and horizontal polarizations are considered). The number of degrees of freedom of this problem is around 315.000 and the simulation time is 12.2 hours using the SSC system. The results of both polarizations (labeled as HH for horizontal and V V for vertical) are shown in Figure 6 .
Finally, the monostatic analysis of the ogive and the cone-sphere shown in [51] are considered. The comparison between the computed results and the measurements for the ogive target at 1.18 GHz and for the cone-sphere target at 9 GHz are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . Again there is an excellent agreement with the measurements in both cases. 
Metallo-dielectric Benchmarks
To validate the results given by the solver using dielectric materials, two dielectric coated targets have been simulated. The benchmarks have consisted of the bistatic analysis of a conducting sphere with a dielectric coating and the monostatic analysis of a coated NASA almond. The input mesh to the solver for these two structures are shown as insets in Figures 9 and 10 .
The bistatic analysis of the conducting sphere covered by a dielectric shell has been carried out using the personal laptop. The total number of degrees of freedom of this problem is 4752. The internal radius of the sphere is r 1 = 0.3 m, the external radius is r 2 = 0.4 m and the permittivity of the dielectric shell with respect to vacuum medium is r = 3. The sphere is illuminated by an incident plane wave along the z-axis (θθ polarization). The incident frequency is 300 MHz. The computed results of this analysis have been compared with the results given by the MIE series solution. The comparison between both results is shown in Figure 9 . Again, the comparison presents a good agreement between both results. The monostatic analysis of the coated NASA almond has been carried out using the HPC platform. In this case, θθ polarization and φφ polarization have been considered. The incident frequency is 3 GHz and the thickness of the coating is 10 mm. For this analysis, as there is no measurement to compare the results, three different simulations have been performed to validate the computed results. The simulations have consisted of the analysis of the metallic NASA almond, the coated NASA almond using air as dielectric shell ( r = 1, µ r = 1) and the coated NASA almond using a lossy dielectric shell ( r = 3 − 2i, µ r = 2 − i). The case of adding a shell with r = 1, µ r = 1 is for validation purposes. As it is expected, the results of the metallic NASA almond and the coated NASA almond for this case show a perfect agreement. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 10 for both polarizations. It is observed the effect of the electric and magnetic losses in the reduction of the RCS.
Realistic Benchmark
This benchmark has consisted of the bistatic analysis of the helicopter shown as inset in Figure 11 . The wheels and the blades of this helicopter have been considered as dielectric to make a realistic model. A r = 4.5 has been chosen since the values of r for different materials, mainly carbon and glass fibers, are around 4.5.
The simulation of this benchmark has been performed on SSC platform. The operating frequency is 800 MHz. The helicopter model is 17.7 m long, 14.6 m wide and 3.8 m high. The corresponding electrical sizes of the model are 47.2λ, 38.93λ and 10.13λ, where λ is the free-space wavelength at the operating frequency. The helicopter is illuminated by an incident plane wave with θθ polarization along the −y-axis.
The total number of degrees of freedom for the accurate modeling of this problem was around 255000 (half in the case of no dielectric parts in the model). The total RAM memory needed to solve this problem was 968.94 GB and the simulation took 9.67 hours. The computed results for azimuth angle are shown in Figure 11 . The main lobe of the RCS appears in the tail of the helicopter (φ = 270 • ), while Finally, in order to illustrate the capabilities of the out-of-core solver in a realistic problem, the out-of-core simulation of the helicopter has been performed in the HPC platform. It is worth reminding here that the SSC platform has no hard-disk storage available for computations. Thus, the direct comparison between the performance of the solver in both versions, in-core and out-of-core, is not possible. However, the HPC platform is representative of a affordable computer system for research/development groups. Furthermore, the out-of-core analysis of the helicopter in such HPC system has resulted to be a close limit (see Table 1 ) of what could be run in a medium range cluster. Specifically, the out-of-core simulation of the helicopter used all the RAM memory available in the HPC cluster (193.6 GB) and around 1.0 TB of hard disk. The simulation took almost 3 days (70.2 hours).
CONCLUSIONS
The RCS analysis of several benchmark structures has been performed using a parallel direct solver. In-core and out-of-core versions of the solver have been used on three representative computer platforms. The results obtained have shown the reliability, performance and versatility of the code that has run on a wide variety of computer platforms, going from a single-user laptop to a supercomputer. The results have shown to be illustrative of what is the maximum frequency of analysis of the structures for a given type of simulation platform.
